BEAM Plus Bespoke Assessment Procedures

Remarks
- Select the “Bespoke option” in the registration form
- Use the BEAM Plus Bespoke Application Form

Route 1: Without consultancy
1. Applicant presents proposal
2. Determine the bespoke direction
Applicant has to settle the Development Fee

Route 2: With consultancy
- Development of bespoke criteria by engaging consultancy services
- BWG would overview the whole consultancy process to give direction with support from BSL Secretariat. The applicant shall bear the costs and expenses for the consultancy engagement.
- For detailed fee scale for the Development Fee, please refer to the BEAM Plus Bespoke Fee Scale on HKGBC website.

Remarks
- Route 1 without third-party Consultancy: Criteria review process between the BWG & the Applicant
- Route 2 with third-party consultancy: Development of bespoke criteria by engaging consultancy services; BWG would overview the whole consultancy process to give direction with support from BSL Secretariat. The applicant shall bear the costs and expenses for the consultancy engagement.
- For detailed fee scale for the Development Fee, please refer to the BEAM Plus Bespoke Fee Scale on HKGBC website.